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BOOKS OF THE YEAR by New
York Public Library • Kirkus
Reviews • Booklist • Publishers
Weekly In this gorgeous debut
graphic novel, fairy tales are
the only way one boy can
communicate with his
Vietnamese immigrant parents.
But how will he find the words
to tell them that he’s gay? A
powerful read about family,
identity and the enduring
magic of stories. “One of the
most astounding graphic novels
of the year" –Entertainment
Weekly Tien and his mother
may come from different
cultures—she’s an immigrant
from Vietnam still struggling
with English; he’s been raised
in America—but through the
fairy tales he checks out from

the local library, those
differences are erased. But as
much as Tien’s mother’s
English continues to improve
as he reads her tales of love,
loss, and travel across distant
shores, there’s one
conversation that still eludes
him—how to come out to her
and his father. Is there even a
way to explain what he’s going
through in Vietnamese? And
without a way to reveal his
hidden self, how will his
parents ever accept him? This
beautifully illustrated graphic
novel speaks to the complexity
of family and how stories can
bring us together even when
we don’t know the words. “A
lyrical masterpiece.”
–BuzzFeed The ancient

Egyptians regarded the animal
kingdom with great interest
and in this, the first book of its
kind, Patrick Houlihan looks at
the fauna and their relationship
with the people in the religious,
cultural and social contexts.
Like Twain -- or more
contemporary humorists Dave
Barry and Garrison Keillor --
Patrick McManus shares the
belief that life's eternal verities
exist primarily to be
overturned. In McManus's
world, all steaks should be
chicken-fried, strong coffee is
drunk by the light of a
campfire, and fishing trips
consist of men acting like boys
and boys behaving like the
small animals we've always
assumed they were. In this, the



tenth hilarious collection of his
adventures, wry observations,
and curmudgeonly calls for
bigger and bigger fish stories,
McManus takes on everything
from an Idaho crime wave to
his friend Dolph's atomic-
powered huckleberry picker to
the uncertain joys of standing
waist-deep in icy water,
watching the fish go by. Three
volumes: A Fine and Pleasant
Misery, Never Sniff a Gift Fish,
They Shoot Canoies Don't they?
"National Geographic Explorer-
in-Residence Enric Sala takes
readers on an unforgettable
journey to 10 places where the
ocean is virtually untouched by
man, offering a fascinating
glimpse into our past and an
inspiring vision for the future.

From the shark-rich waters
surrounding Coco Island, Costa
Rica, to the iceberg-studded
sea off Franz Josef Land,
Russia, this incredible
photographic collection
showcases the thriving marine
ecosystems that Sala is
working to protect. Offering a
rare glimpse into the world's
underwater Edens, more than
200 images take you to the
frontier of the Pristine Seas
expeditions, where Sala's
teams explore the breathtaking
wildlife and habitats from the
depths to the surface--thriving
ecosystems with healthy corals
and a kaleidoscopic variety of
colorful fish and stunning
creatures that have been
protected from human

interference. With this dazzling
array of photographs that
capture the beauty of the water
and the incredible wildlife
within it, this book shows us
the brilliance of the sea in its
natural state."-- DIVFifty
million Americans go fishing
every year. But why? Pavlov's
Trout answers that question
and many more as it examines
the mysteries of the sport of
fishing through the microscope
of modern psychology. Eminent
psychologist and veteran
fisherman Paul Quinnett, Ph.D.,
explores the many, often
mysterious. motivations that
attract millions to the sport of
fishing. In this lighthearted and
insightful book, Quinnett
postulates that people fish to



satisfy primitive instinct,
connect to the wilderness,
relieve stress, and to
experience the optimism,
freedom, and excitement of the
pursuit. Pavlov's Trout is truly
a fishing book like no other -- a
venturing into the world of the
psyche of the angler, a world
where it is better to fish
hopefully than to catch fish./div
From the acclaimed author of
Maybe He Just Likes You and
Halfway Normal comes a
“compassionate…touching”
(Donna Gephart, award-
winning author of The Paris
Project) and powerful story of
learning how to grow, change,
and survive. When twelve-year-
old Zinnia Manning’s older
brother Gabriel is diagnosed

with a mental illness, the
family’s world is turned upside
down. Mom and Dad want
Zinny, her sixteen-year-old
sister, Scarlett, and her eight-
year-old brother, Aiden, to keep
Gabriel’s condition
“private”—and to Zinny that
sounds the same as “secret.”
Which means she can’t talk
about it with her two best
friends, who don’t understand
why Zinny keeps pushing them
away, turning everything into a
joke. It also means she can’t
talk about it during Lunch
Club, a group run by the school
guidance counselor. How did
Zinny get stuck in this weird
club, anyway? She certainly
doesn’t have anything in
common with these kids—and

even if she did, she’d never
betray her family’s secret. The
only good thing about school is
science class, where cool
teacher Ms. Molina has them
doing experiments on crayfish.
And when Zinny has the chance
to attend a dream marine
biology camp for the summer,
she doesn’t know what to do.
How can Zinny move forward
when Gabriel—and, really, her
whole family—still needs her
help? Patrick McManus, the
bestselling author of such
hilarious books as A Fine and
Pleasant Misery and Never
Sniff a Gift Fish, now offers
readers solid thoughts on the
qualities that define leadership,
beginning with the need to be
tall, and much more, in this



outrageous collection of short
pieces that reveals his tortuous
trip along the writer's path.
More humorous observations
and insights into the agonies
and ecstacies of hunting,
fishing, and camping by the
author of They Shoot Canoes,
Don't They?and other
celebrations of life in the wild.
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • SOON TO BE
AN FX LIMITED SERIES
STREAMING ON HULU •
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS
CIRCLE AWARD WINNER •
From the author of Empire of
Pain—a stunning, intricate
narrative about a notorious
killing in Northern Ireland and
its devastating repercussions.
"Masked intruders dragged

Jean McConville, a 38-year-old
widow and mother of 10, from
her Belfast home in 1972. In
this meticulously reported
book—as finely paced as a
novel—Keefe uses McConville's
murder as a prism to tell the
history of the Troubles in
Northern Ireland. Interviewing
people on both sides of the
conflict, he transforms the
tragic damage and waste of the
era into a searing, utterly
gripping saga." —New York
Times Book Review "Reads like
a novel ... Keefe is ... a master
of narrative nonfiction. . .An
incredible story."—Rolling
Stone A Best Book of the Year:
The New York Times, The
Washington Post, The Wall
Street Journal, TIME, NPR, and

more! Jean McConville's
abduction was one of the most
notorious episodes of the
vicious conflict known as The
Troubles. Everyone in the
neighborhood knew the I.R.A.
was responsible. But in a
climate of fear and paranoia,
no one would speak of it. In
2003, five years after an accord
brought an uneasy peace to
Northern Ireland, a set of
human bones was discovered
on a beach. McConville's
children knew it was their
mother when they were told a
blue safety pin was attached to
the dress--with so many kids,
she had always kept it handy
for diapers or ripped clothes.
Patrick Radden Keefe's
mesmerizing book on the bitter



conflict in Northern Ireland
and its aftermath uses the
McConville case as a starting
point for the tale of a society
wracked by a violent guerrilla
war, a war whose
consequences have never been
reckoned with. The brutal
violence seared not only people
like the McConville children,
but also I.R.A. members
embittered by a peace that fell
far short of the goal of a united
Ireland, and left them
wondering whether the killings
they committed were not
justified acts of war, but simple
murders. From radical and
impetuous I.R.A. terrorists such
as Dolours Price, who, when
she was barely out of her teens,
was already planting bombs in

London and targeting
informers for execution, to the
ferocious I.R.A. mastermind
known as The Dark, to the spy
games and dirty schemes of the
British Army, to Gerry Adams,
who negotiated the peace but
betrayed his hardcore
comrades by denying his I.R.A.
past--Say Nothing conjures a
world of passion, betrayal,
vengeance, and anguish. Writer
and humor columnist McManus
delivers the second, eagerly
awaited book in his quirky,
bestselling mystery series. The
debut cookbook by the creator
of the wildly popular blog
Damn Delicious proves that
quick and easy doesn't have to
mean boring.Blogger Chungah
Rhee has attracted millions of

devoted fans with recipes that
are undeniable 'keepers'-each
one so simple, so easy, and so
flavor-packed, that you reach
for them busy night after busy
night. In Damn Delicious, she
shares exclusive new recipes as
well as her most beloved
dishes, all designed to bring
fun and excitement into
everyday cooking. From five-
ingredient Mini Deep Dish
Pizzas to no-fuss Sheet Pan
Steak & Veggies and 20-minute
Spaghetti Carbonara, the
recipes will help even the most
inexperienced cooks spend less
time in the kitchen and more
time around the table.Packed
with quickie breakfasts, 30-
minute skillet sprints, and
speedy takeout copycats, this



cookbook is guaranteed to
inspire readers to whip up fast,
healthy, homemade meals that
are truly 'damn delicious!'
Memoirs blend fact and fiction
including recipes for edible and
not-so-edible dishes An
encyclopedia designed
especially to meet the needs of
elementary, junior high, and
senior high school students.
This was the first effort to
standardize methods for inland
fish sampling across North
America and, as such, was a
joint effort contributed to by a
large group of talented and
dedicated individuals, in
addition to the authors and
coeditors. While these
sampling methods were
primarily developed for North

America, most could be used
with little or no modification in
other areas of the world. Those
involved with standard
sampling efforts in North
America would welcome the
opportunity to collaborate with
scientists from other regions to
develop methods to share data
worldwide. Here are the
hilarious tales of a sportsman's
life in the great and often not-
so great outdoors. McManus
offers more cracker-barrel
wisdom and zany insights into
the agonies and ecstasies of
hunting, fishing, and camping.
The Behavior and Ecology of
Pacific Salmon and Trout
explains the patterns of mate
choice, the competition for nest
sites, and the fate of the

salmon after their death. It
describes the lives of offspring
during the months they spend
incubating in gravel, growing
in fresh water, and migrating
out to sea to mature. This
thorough, up-to-date survey
should be on the shelf of
everyone with a professional or
personal interest in Pacific
salmon and trout. Written in a
technically accurate but
engaging style, it will appeal to
a wide range of readers,
including students, anglers,
biologists, conservationists,
legislators, and armchair
naturalists. America's best-
selling outdoor humorist for
adults has a secret following:
middle-grade and young-adult
readers. Never Cry "Arp!" is a



lively collection of twelve
stories about young Pat's
misadventures in the Great
American Wilderness. All the
McManus regulars are here:
Crazy Eddie Muldoon, the best
friend everybody wishes they
had (and everybody's mother
wishes they didn't); Rancid
Crabtree, the good-hearted, if
gamey, woodsman; Pat's skunk
dog, Strange, who lives up to
his name; and Pat's pal, Retch
Sweeney, who does, too. This is
a book for kids who love to
start fishing at 4am (at least
they say they do) or for those
who prefer to experience the
mighty outdoors in the safety of
their homes. "Everybody should
read Patrick McManus," said
the New York Times. Now,

everybody can. This edition
contains summaries and an
index of Patrick F. McManus's
humorousessays and novels.
Billy is a lonely boy. He's
obsessed with swimming in the
sea, which is where he goes to
wash his problems far, far
away. Thanks to his mum's
mystery illness, his dad has
been forced to work extra
hours to make ends meet, so
Billy locks himself away with
David Attenborough films, and
ponders the magic of nature.
Meanwhile at school, bullies
mercilessly seize on Billy's
'otherness' and make his life as
miserable as possible - but then
new boy Patrick Green, with
"fingers like steel, strength of a
bear", joins Billy's class. And

when a mackerel swims up to
Billy's face, blows bubbles into
his Vista Clear Mask goggles
and says: Fish Boy - Billy's
whole world changes. The
intake of food by fishes is an
area of study that is of great
importance to the applied
sciences of fisheries and
aquaculture for a number of
reasons. For example a
thorough knowledge of factors
influencing the ingestion of
feed can lead to successful
manipulation of the rearing
environment of cultured fishes,
thereby ensuring improved
growth performance and feed
utilisation, and decreasing the
amount of waste (and
consequent pollution) per unit
of fish produced. This



important book, which has
arisen out of a European Union
COST programme, illustrates
how insights into the biological
and environmental factors that
underlie the feeding responses
of fish may be used to address
practical issues of feed
management. Food Intake in
Fish contains carefully edited
contributions from
internationally recognised
scientists, providing a book
that is an invaluable tool and
reference to all those involved
in aquaculture, especially those
working in the aquaculture
feed industry and scientific
personnel in commercial and
research aquaculture facilities.
This book should also find a
place on the shelves of fish

biologists and physiologists and
as a reference in libraries of
universities, research
establishments and
aquaculture equipment
companies. Celebrate St.
Patrick’s Day in this
installment of Natasha Wing’s
best-selling series, a fun read-
aloud sure to keep kids
engaged and laughing out loud!
It's the night before St.
Patrick's Day, and Tim and
Maureen are wide awake
setting traps to catch a
leprechaun! When they wake
the next morning to the sound
of their dad playing the
bagpipes and the smell of their
mom cooking green eggs,
they're shocked to find that
they've actually caught a

leprechaun. But will they be
able to find his pot of gold?
Natasha Wing's sweet story is
once again told in verse to the
same meter of Clement
Moore's classic. Patrick
McManus, the bestselling
author of such hilarious books
as A Fine and Pleasant Misery
and Never Sniff a Gift Fish,
now offers readers solid
thoughts on the qualities that
define leadership, beginning
with the need to be tall, and
much more, in this outrageous
collection of short pieces that
reveals his tortuous trip along
the writer's path. "In
McManus's world, all steaks
would be chicken-fried, strong
coffee is drunk by the light of a
campfire, and fishing trips



consist of men acting like boys
and boys behaving like the
small animals we've always
assumed them to be."--Jacket.
Witty cautionary tales of
outdoor life. Get the recipes
everyone is talking about in the
debut cookbook from the wildly
popular blog, Skinnytaste. Gina
Homolka is America’s most
trusted home cook when it
comes to easy, flavorful recipes
that are miraculously low-
calorie and made from all-
natural, easy-to-find
ingredients. Her blog,
Skinnytaste is the number one
go-to site for slimmed down
recipes that you’d swear are
anything but. It only takes one
look to see why people go crazy
for Gina’s food: cheesy, creamy

Fettuccini Alfredo with Chicken
and Broccoli with only 420
calories per serving, breakfast
dishes like Make-Ahead
Western Omelet "Muffins" that
truly fill you up until lunchtime,
and sweets such as Double
Chocolate Chip Walnut Cookies
that are low in sugar and
butter-free but still totally
indulgent. The Skinnytaste
Cookbook features 150
amazing recipes: 125 all-new
dishes and 25 must-have
favorites. As a busy mother of
two, Gina started Skinnytaste
when she wanted to lose a few
pounds herself. She turned to
Weight Watchers for help and
liked the program but
struggled to find enough
tempting recipes to help her

stay on track. Instead, she
started “skinny-fying” her
favorite meals so that she could
eat happily while losing weight.
With 100 stunning photographs
and detailed nutritional
information for every recipe,
The Skinnytaste Cookbook is
an incredible resource of
fulfilling, joy-inducing meals
that every home cook will love.
Patrick F. McManus, the
“funniest guy in the Outdoor
Life and Field & Stream
gang...offers another bag of
whimsy in the Great
Outdoors”* with The
Grasshopper Trap. In this
collection of thirty zany stories,
spoofing camping, fishing, and
other outdoor recreational
activities, McManus shares his



hilarious wilderness
misadventures. From facing an
angry bear with an unloaded
gun and the folly of running a
boat while it’s still on the
trailer to not questioning the
ingredients found in camp
cookout cuisine and the best
methods of catching
grasshoppers, no one knows
how to express Mother
Nature’s sense of humor like
Patrick F. McManus. “It’s
enough to tickle the most rabid
member of the National Rifle
Association.”—*Kirkus Reviews
Offers a humorous collection of
tales, including "Muldoon in
Love," a story that features a
teacher who wore the same
suit to school for thirty years.
More humerous observations

and insights into the agonies
and ecstacies of hunting,
fishing, and camping by the
author of They Shoot Canoes,
Don't They?and other
celebrations of life in the wild.
Bestsellers by America's
favorite humorist: -A Fine And
Pleasant Misery They Shoot
Canoes, Don't They? Never
Sniff A Gift Fish The
Grasshopper Trap Rubber Legs
And White Tail-hairs The Night
The Bear Ate Goombaw
Whatchagot Stew (with Patricia
"The Troll" McManus Gass)
Real Ponies Don't Go Oink The
Good Samaritan Strikes Again
How I Got This Way These
titles are available from Henry
Hold and Company. The
beloved humorist and

bestselling author returns with
his most riotous collection of
essays to date. Overflowing
with his trademark
outdoorsman's wit, Patrick F.
McManus's newest collection
ponders the strange allure of
the RV, the existential
implications of being lost, the
baffling tendency of animals to
outsmart those who wish to
hunt them, and the singular
pleasure of doubling the size of
every fish one doesn't actually
catch. Combining the
curmudgeonly voice of Dave
Barry and the sly humor of
Garrison Keillor, McManus
brilliantly captures the
everyday absurdities that
comprise our existence.
Alongside his humor,



McManus's inimitable vision
consistently evokes a childlike
wonder at the natural world.
Even if we are running low on
food, the compass is broken,
and we are fairly certain we
have just spotted a family of
Sasquatches frolicking in the
treetops, The Bear in the Attic
makes the outdoors seem
irresistible. A Finalist for the
Los Angeles Times Book Prize
National Bestseller Winner of
the National Outdoor Book
Award Longlisted for the
Andrew Carnegie Medal for
Excellence in Nonfiction A New
York Times Notable Book One
of TIME’s 100 Must Read
Books of the Year One of The
Washington Post’s 50 Notable
Nonfiction Books of the Year

One of Smithsonian Magazine’s
10 Best Science Books of the
Year One of Publishers
Weekly’s Best Nonfiction Books
of the Year A New York Times
Editor’s Choice Part H Is for
Hawk, part The Soul of an
Octopus, The Book of Eels is
both a meditation on the
world’s most elusive fish—the
eel—and a reflection on the
human condition Remarkably
little is known about the
European eel, Anguilla
anguilla. So little, in fact, that
scientists and philosophers
have, for centuries, been
obsessed with what has
become known as the “eel
question”: Where do eels come
from? What are they? Are they
fish or some other kind of

creature altogether? Even
today, in an age of advanced
science, no one has ever seen
eels mating or giving birth, and
we still don’t understand what
drives them, after living for
decades in freshwater, to swim
great distances back to the
ocean at the end of their lives.
They remain a mystery.
Drawing on a breadth of
research about eels in
literature, history, and modern
marine biology, as well as his
own experience fishing for eels
with his father, Patrik Svensson
crafts a mesmerizing portrait of
an unusual, utterly
misunderstood, and completely
captivating animal. In The Book
of Eels, we meet renowned
historical thinkers, from



Aristotle to Sigmund Freud to
Rachel Carson, for whom the
eel was a singular obsession.
And we meet the scientists who
spearheaded the search for the
eel’s point of origin, including
Danish marine biologist
Johannes Schmidt, who led
research efforts in the early
twentieth century, catching
thousands upon thousands of
eels, in the hopes of proving
their birthing grounds in the
Sargasso Sea. Blending memoir
and nature writing at its best,
Svensson’s journey to
understand the eel becomes an
exploration of the human
condition that delves into
overarching issues about our
roots and destiny, both as
humans and as animals, and,

ultimately, how to handle the
biggest question of all: death.
The result is a gripping and
slippery narrative that will
surprise and enchant. Presents
a collection of curmudgeonly
tales on Pacific Northwest
country living as enjoyed by
both outdoorsmen and
armchair enthusiasts, in a
volume that explores the
lighter side of such topics as
gun safes, fly tying, and bird
dog flatulence. Focusing on
pathobiology and protective
strategies against protozoan
and metazoan parasites of fish,
this book reviews the latest
research on important
parasites: those that cause
financial hardships to the
aquaculture industry, have

been introduced to new
geographical regions through
transportation of infected fish,
are pathogenic to groups of
finfish and detrimental to
production, are highly
adaptable and not host-specific
with worldwide distributions,
and that may serve as disease
models for studies on other
pathogens. It also highlights
gaps in the knowledge to help
direct future research. With
tongue pressed firmly in cheek
and a gentle but penetrating
eye for human foibles, Patrick
F. McManus celebrates the
hidden pleasures,
unappreciated lore, and
opportunities for disaster to be
found in the recreations of
camping, hunting, and fishing



in his hilarious collection They
Shoot Canoes, Don’t They?
Gathered here for the reader’s
edification are such treasures
as the true but little known
story of the discovery of the
efficacy of live bait by Genghis
Khan’s chef, an examination of
the precarious and perhaps
fanatical expertise required for
ice fishing, and a consideration
of the circumstances that can
cause a deer to ride a bicycle.
Among additional topics
explored are The Crouch Hop
and Other Useful Outdoor
Steps, The Sensuous Angler,
and Psychic Powers for
Outdoorsmen. Included, too, is
The Hunter’s Dictionary, an
invaluable lexicon that helps
the novice sportsman

understand such arcane
terminology as “Ooooooeee-ah-
ah-ah! (If there’s one thing I
hate, it’s putting on cold, wet
pants in the morning)” and
“Baff mast pime ig bead feas
mid miff pife! (That’s the last
time I try to eat peas in the
dark with my hunting knife!)”
The author’s appreciation of
outdoor life began in his early
boyhood, when he absorbed a
wealth of improbable
information imparted by the old
woodsman Rancid Crabtree,
“who bathed only on leap
years.” Young McManus also
enjoyed special adventures
with his ill-remembered
sidekick, Retch Sweeney, and
another boon companion of
days gone by, the loquacious

family dog, Strange, whose
exploits as a hunter were
limited to assaulting stray
chickens and on one
memorable occasion a skunk.
“McManus here follows up A
Fine and Pleasant Misery with
a collection of sketches that
launches him into the front
ranks of outdoor
humorists.”—Library Journal
The Horse in My Garage and
Other Stories is a hilarious
addition to Patrick F.
McManus’s existing work in
humor. The author weighs in
on his childhood, everyday life,
and outdoor tales with his
typical exaggerated
commentary that will elicit a
belly laugh from all types of
readers. Read about the antics



of Patrick’s friends Rancid
Crabtree and Retch Sweeney in
such stories as “Shaping Up for
the Hunt” and “Bear Hunters.”
McManus plays off the recent
obsession with hoarders in his
surprising story “The Lady Who
Kept Things.” In the titular
story, meet Patrick’s horse,
Huckleberry, and enjoy the
experience of all the problems
that come along with owning
your own horse—or keeping
him in the garage. Other great
stories include: “Catch-And-
Eaters,” about the importance
of a forked stick when fishing
“$7000 TV Historical
Extravaganza,” a look at one
director’s loose interpretation
of historical accuracy and
political correctness “A Lake

Too Far,” concerning the woes
of Patrick and his wife, Bun, on
a fateful birding trip in
Australia “Chicken Chronicles,”
which involves Patrick’s
memory of wandering around
naked in the chicken yard when
guests came to call So pull up a
chair, sit back, and enjoy
laughing to the hilarious
adventures of Patrick F.
McManus in The Horse in My
Garage and Other Stories.
America’s “most gifted outdoor
humorist” (Detroit Free Press)
regales readers with this
collection of gut-busting, man
vs. nature tales originally
published in such magazines as
Field & Stream and Outdoor
Living. Patrick F. McManus’s
hilarious and comic stories of

camping and other nature-
oriented activities reach
ridiculous proportions in The
Night the Bear Ate Goombaw.
From teaching his stepfather
the methods of madness behind
farm work through his best
friend’s grandmother’s fear of
bears, McManus reveals that
human behavior is even wilder
than the wilderness. Humorous
essays about the joys and
irritations of outdoor life range
from the art of wrestling toads
to pondering the philosophical
nature of being lost.
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